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The Williamson Price House is a five-bay, one*and-one-half story brick 
structure, two rooms deep on either side of a central hall (photo l). A four 
bay section off the right rear room was once a separate kitchen, later connected 
to the main house (photo 2), There are four end wall and one interior chimneys 
in the residence, constructed on a stone foundation. The facade of the main sec 
tion is in the Flemish bond brick pattern while sides, rear and the one*story 
section are in common bond. On the main section, the first and fifth bay are 
slightly recessed (5 inches) from the central bays. A one-and-one-half story 
added gable, in common bond, forms the central bay with a four-over-four win 
dow over a one-story pedimented portico which is supported by four square 
wooden columns and two pilasters (photo 3) 

. The front door is an unusual seven panel one ( three and three vertical 
over one horizontal) with four lights on each side, reeded pilasters and an 
elliptical fanlight over the door with eleven radiating sections which contain 
original glass (photo 4). The rear entrance has the same seven-panel door as 
the front, original glass in a transom of four lights and sidelights with five 
lights each (photo 5) 

Windows are six over six in both front rooms and in the right rear room 
of the main section, while the left rear room has nine overcnine and the kitchen 
section windows are six over six, though smaller than in the main section. 
Three dormers have been added to the half story in the rear of the house.

Interior door with panels in the Gross and Bible motif, familiar in 
Fayette County, are six and one half feet high opening into thirteen foot 
ceiling heights in the rooms and the hall. There are reeded door jambs from 
all rooms to the hall and between rooms where walls are one and one half feet 
thick. Window jambs in the front rooms are reeded. A simple, narrow quarter 
turn staircase with high risers, rectangular spindles, round handrails and 
square newels, is located to the left and rear of the central hall(photo 6).

A breakfront shelf tops the mantel in the front rigfoi room where end 
tablets are adorned with a vertical diamond and the central tablet contains 
a horizontal diamond in low relief. The mantel in the right rear room has a 
breakfront shelf, a paneled central tablet with an oval in low relief and ovals 
on the end tablets. Six-panel double presses with beaded fanlights above are on 
either side of the mantel in the left front room. The mantel has a half 
sunburst in the central tablet and small full sunbursts on the end tablets (photo ?) 
There are chairrails in all rooms except the left rear room.

The boundaries of the nomination were created to include the front yard down to 
Liberty Road and a small portion on the sides and rear of the building, including 
the curving drive which encircles the house. It is this portion of land which 
is important to the visual integrity of the early Kentucky residence.
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Elegantly situated on a lovely knoll surrounded "by splendid, stately trees, 
the Price home is an excellent example of early Fayette County architecture. Functional 
and simple in design with unusually fine interior woodwork, the home was a marvelous 
setting for the Price and Christian families who occupied it in the nineteenth century. 
It provides for viewers today a fine key for understanding and appreciating the 
pioneering spirit of these families''Who helped build the wilderness into-a cultural 
and economic mecca and establish the finest traditions of the Blue Grass.

The house was prolmbly built by Williamson Price ca. 1810 on the site of an earlier 
pioneer cabin called "Buckeye Cabin." The land on which the cabin stood was part of 
a 1?8^ Virginia Band -grant to Cobel Wallace. Price lived there with his wife, the 
former Ann Starks, who was the daughter of a well-known Lexingtonian, Captain John 
Starks. Captain Starks was a Revolutionary War veteran whose Federal townhouse still 
stands on the southeast corner of Market and Mechanic Streets in Lexington in the 
Gratz Park Historic District.

In 18^-0, a prominent local merchant, Thomas Christian, purchased the property 
which included this house and another Price house on several hundred acres of land. 
A member of an early pioneer family, he was the son of William Christian and Anna Henry 
Christian, the sister of Patrick Henry. Thomas was married to Harriet "Washington 
Berryman whose mother was the grandniece of George Washington. Thomas became an 
extremely successful Fayette County businessman and a large land owner. He was a 
merchant in Lexington and in Athens, Kentucky and at one time owned 1200 acres between 
Winchester and Todds Roads besides land in the two cities.

The Christian family lived in this house for a short time and then moved to the 
other Price house, a bit closer to Lexington, which is now in the hands of his descendant, 
Edward Everett Elsey. Thomas deeded this house to his sop Harry.jand his daughtero 
Sarah Ann (Mrs. John Gess) who eventually sold it to William Jacob. Later it was 
sold;jio Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell and later still, to its present owners,

The exterior of the house exhibits representative Federal features-1^ stories 
with fanlighted central entrance. The interior features reeded door jambs, Federal 
mantels and presses with beaded fanlights.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Located on a finger-shaped knoll, the house faces west overlooking Liberty Road 
with a gently rolling stream 600 feet to the south and east of the residence. 
It is approximately 2 miles from the center of Lexington (County Court House.)
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